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Abstract

We propose TubeR: a simple solution for spatio-temporal video action detection. Different from existing methods that depend on either an off-line actor detector or hand-designed actor-positional hypotheses like proposals or anchors, we propose to directly detect an action tubelet in a video by simultaneously performing action localization and recognition from a single representation. TubeR learns a set of tubelet-queries and utilizes a tubelet-attention module to model the dynamic spatio-temporal nature of a video clip, which effectively reinforces the model capacity compared to using actor-positional hypotheses in the spatio-temporal space. For videos containing transitional states or scene changes, we propose a context aware classification head to utilize short-term and long-term context to strengthen action classification, and an action switch regression head for detecting the precise temporal action extent. TubeR directly produces action tubelets with variable lengths and even maintains good results for long video clips. TubeR outperforms the previous state-of-the-art on commonly used action detection datasets AVA, UCF101-24 and JHMDB51-21. Code will be available on GluonCV(https://cv.gluon.ai/).

1. Introduction

This paper tackles the problem of spatio-temporal human action detection in videos [3, 17, 39], which plays a central role in advanced video search engines, robotics, and self-driving cars. Action detection is a compound task, requiring the localization of per-frame person instances, the linking of these detected person instances into action tubes and the prediction of their action class labels. Two approaches for spatio-temporal action detection are prevalent in the literature: frame-level detection and tubelet-level detection. Frame-level detection approaches detect and classify the action independently on each frame [14, 29, 32], and then link per-frame detections together into coherent action tubes. To compensate for the lack of temporal information, several methods simply repeat 2D proposals [12, 15, 35] or offline person detections [9, 28, 37, 43] over time to obtain spatio-temporal features (Figure 1 top left).

Alternatively, tubelet-level detection approaches [16, 19, 26, 33, 45, 49], directly generate spatio-temporal volumes from a video clip to capture the coherence and dynamic nature of actions. They typically predict action localization and classification jointly over spatio-temporal hypotheses, like 3D cuboid proposals [16, 19] (Figure 1 top right). Unfortunately, these 3D cuboids can only capture a short period of time, also when the spatial location of a person changes as soon as they move, or due to camera motion. Ideally, this family of models would use flexible spatio-temporal tubelets that can track the person over a longer time, but the large configuration space of such a parameterization has restricted previous methods to short cuboids. In this work we present a tubelet-level detection approach that is able to simultaneously localize and recognize action tubelets in a flexible manner, which allows tubelets to change in size and location over time (Figure 1 bottom). This allows our system to leverage longer tubelets, which aggregate visual information of a person and their actions over longer periods of time.

We draw inspiration from sequence-to-sequence modelling in natural language processing (NLP), particularly machine translation [21, 24, 36, 40], and its application to object detection, DETR [4]. Being a detection framework,
DETTR can be applied as a frame-level action detection approach trivially, but the power of the transformer framework, on which DETTR is built, is its ability to generate complex structured outputs over sequences. In NLP, this typically takes the form of sentences but in this work we use the notion of decoder queries to represent people and their actions over video sequences, without having to restrict tubelets to fixed cuboids.

We propose a tubelet-transformer, we call TubeR, for localizing and recognizing actions from a single representation. Building on the DETTR framework [4], TubeR learns a set of tubelet queries to pull action-specific tubelet-level features from a spatio-temporal video representation. Our TubeR design includes a specialized spatial and temporal tubelet attention to allow our tubelets to be unrestricted in their spatial location and scale over time, thus overcoming previous limitations of methods restricted to cuboids. TubeR regresses bounding boxes within a tubelet jointly across time, considering temporal correlations between tubelets, and aggregates visual features over the tubelet to classify actions. This core design already performs well, outperforming many previous model designs, but still does not improve upon frame-level approaches using offline person detectors. We hypothesize that this is partially due to the lack of more global context in our query based feature as it is hard to classify actions referring to relationships such as ‘listening-to’ and ‘talking-to’ by only looking at a single person. Therefore, we introduce a context aware classification head that, along with the tubelet feature, takes the full clip feature from which our classification head can draw contextual information. This design allows the network to effectively relate a person tubelet to the full scene context where the tubelet appears and is shown to be effective on its own in our results section. One limitation of this design is the context feature is only drawn from the same clip our tubelet occupies. It has been shown [43] to be important to also include long term contextual features for the final action classification. Thus, we introduce a memory system inspired by [44] to compress and store contextual features from video content around the tubelet. We feed this long term contextual memory to our classification head using the same feature injection strategy and again show this gives an important improvement over the short term context alone. We test our full system on three popular action detection datasets (AVA [15], UCF101-24 [34] and JHMDB51-21 [18]) and show our method can outperform other state-of-the-art results.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

1. We propose TubeR: a tubelet-level transformer framework for human action detection.
2. Our tubelet query and attention based formulation is able to generate tubelets of arbitrary location and scale.
3. Our context aware classification head is able to aggregate short-term and long-term contextual information.
4. We present state-of-the-art results on three challenging action detection datasets.

2. Related Work

Frame-level action detection. Spatio-temporal action detection in video has a long tradition, e.g. [3, 15, 17, 28, 29, 37, 39, 42]. Inspired by object detection using deep convolution neural networks, action detection in video has been considerably improved by frame-level methods [29, 31, 32, 42]. These methods perform localization and recognition per-frame and then link frame-wise predictions to action tubes. Specifically, they apply 2D positional hypotheses (anchors) or an offline person detector on a keyframe for localizing actors, and then focus more on improving action recognition. They incorporate temporal patterns by an extra stream utilizing optical flow. Others [12, 15, 35] apply 3D convolution networks to capture temporal information for recognizing actions. Feichtenhofer et al. [9] present a slowfast network to even better capture spatio-temporal information. Both Tang et al. [37] and Pan et al. [28] propose to explicitly model relations between actors and objects. Recently, Chen et al. [5] propose to train actor localization and action classification end-to-end from a single backbone. Different from these frame-level approaches, we target on tubelet-level video action detection, with a unified configuration to simultaneously perform localization and recognition.

Tubelet-level action detection. Detecting actions by taking a tubelet as a representation unit [23, 26, 33, 45, 49] has been popular since it was proposed by Jain et al. [17]. Kalogerov et al. [19] repeat 2D anchors per-frame for pooling ROI features and then stack the frame-wise features to predict action labels. Hou et al. [16] and Yang et al. [45] depend on carefully-designed 3D cuboid proposals. The former directly detects tubelets and the later progressively refines 3D cuboid proposals across time. Besides box/cuboid anchors, Li et al. [26] detect tubelet instances by relying on center position hypotheses. Hypotheses-based methods have difficulties to process long video clips, as we discussed in the introduction. We add to the tubelet tradition by learning a small set of tubelet queries to represent the dynamic nature of tubelets. We reformulate the action detection task as a sequence-to-sequence learning problem and explicitly model the temporal correlations within a tubelet. Our method is capable to handle long video clips.

Transformer-based action detection. Vaswani et al. [40] proposed the transformer for machine translation, which soon after became the most popular backbone for sequence-to-sequence tasks, e.g., [21, 24, 36]. Recently, it has also demonstrated impressive advances in object detection [4, 50], image classification [6, 46] and video recognition [7, 10, 47]. Girdhar et al. [13] propose a video action transformer network for detecting actions. They apply a region-proposal-network for localization. The transformer is utilized for fur-
ther improving action recognition by aggregating features from the spatio-temporal context around actors. We propose a unified solution to simultaneously localize and recognize actions.

3. Action Detection by TubeR

In this section, we present our TubeR that takes as input a video clip and directly outputs a tubelet: a sequence of bounding boxes and the action label. The TubeR design takes inspiration from the image-based DETR [4] but reformulates the transformer architecture for sequence-to-sequence(s) modeling in video (Figure 2).

Given a video clip \( I \in \mathbb{R}^{T_{in} \times H \times W \times C} \) where \( T_{in}, H, W, C \) denote the number of frames, height, width, and colour channels, TubeR first applies a 3D backbone to extract video feature \( F_b \in \mathbb{R}^{T' \times H' \times W' \times C'} \), where \( T' \) is the temporal dimension and \( C' \) is the feature dimension. A transformer encoder-decoder is then utilized to transform the video feature into a set of tubelet-specific feature \( F_{tub} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T_{out} \times C'} \), with \( T_{out} \) the output temporal dimension and \( N \) the number of tubelets. In order to process long video clips, we use temporal down-sampling to make sure \( T_{out} < T' < T_{in} \), which reduces our memory requirement. In this case, TubeR generates sparse tubelets. For short video clips we remove the temporal down-sampling to make sure \( T_{out} = T' = T_{in} \), which results in dense tubelets. Tubelet regression and associated action classification can be achieved simultaneously with separated task heads as:

\[
y_{\text{coord}} = f(F_{tub}); y_{\text{class}} = g(F_{tub}),
\]

where \( f \) denotes the tubelet regression head and \( y_{\text{coord}} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T_{out} \times 4} \) stands for the coordinates of \( N \) tubelets, each of which is across \( T_{out} \) frames (or \( T_{out} \) sampled frames for long video clips). Here \( g \) denotes the action classification head, and \( y_{\text{class}} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times L} \) stands for the action classification for \( N \) tubelets with \( L \) possible labels.

3.1. TubeR Encoder

Different from the vanilla transformer encoder, the TubeR encoder is designed for processing information in the 3D spatio-temporal space. Each encoder layer is made up of a self-attention layer (SA), two normalization layers and a feed forward network (FFN), following [40]. We only put the core attention layers in all equations below.

\[
F_{en} = \text{Encoder}(F_b),
\]

\[
\text{SA}(F_b) = \text{softmax}\left(\frac{\sigma_q(F_b) \times \sigma_k(F_b)^T}{\sqrt{C'}}\right) \times \sigma_v(F_b),
\]

\[
\sigma(*) = \text{Linear}(* + \text{Emb}_\text{pos}),
\]

where \( F_b \) is the backbone feature and \( F_{en} \in \mathbb{R}^{T' \times H' \times W' \times C'} \) denotes the \( C' \) dimensional encoded feature embedding. The \( \sigma(*) \) is the linear transformation plus positional embedding. \( \text{Emb}_\text{pos} \) is the 3D positional embedding [47]. The optional temporal down-sampling can be applied to the backbone feature to shrink the input sequence length to the transformer for better memory efficiency.

3.2. TubeR Decoder

Tubelet query. Directly detecting tubelets is quite challenging based on anchor hypotheses. The tubelet space along the spatio-temporal dimension is huge compared to the single-frame bounding box space. Consider for example Faster-RCNN [30] for object detection, which requires for each position in a feature map with spatial size \( H' \times W' \), \( K=9 \) anchors. There are in total \( K \times H' \times W' \) anchors. For a tubelet across \( T_{out} \) frames, it would require \((K \times H' \times W') \times T_{out}\) anchors to maintain the same sampling in space-time. To reduce the tubelet space, several methods [16, 45] adopt 3D cuboids to approximate tubelets by ignoring the spatial action displacements in a short video clip. However, the longer the video clip is, the less accurately a 3D cuboid hypotheses represents a tubelet. We propose to learn a small set of tubelet queries \( Q=\{Q_1, ..., Q_N\} \) driven by the video data. \( N \) is the number of queries. The \( i \)-th tubelet query \( Q_i=\{q_{i,1}, ..., q_{i,T_{out}}\} \) contains \( T_{out} \) box query embeddings \( q_{i,t} \in \mathbb{R}^{C'} \) across \( T_{out} \) frames. We learn a tubelet query to represent the dynamics of a tubelet, instead of hand-designing 3D anchors. We initialize the box embeddings identically for a tubelet query. Tubelet attention. In order to model relations in the tubelet queries, we propose a tubelet-attention (TA) module which contains two self-attention layers (shown in Figure 2). First
we have a spatial self-attention layer that processes the spatial relations between box query embeddings within a frame i.e. \( q_{i,t}, ..., q_{i,N} \), \( t = \{1, ..., T_{out}\} \). The intuition of this layer is that recognizing actions benefits from the interactions between actors, or between actors and objects in the same frame. Next we have our temporal self-attention layer that models the correlations between box query embeddings across time within the same tubelet, i.e. \( q_{i,1}, ..., q_{i,T} \), \( i = \{1, ..., N\} \). This layer facilitates a TubeR query to track actors and generate action tubelets that focus on single actors instead of a fixed area in the frame. TubeR decoder applies the tubelet attention module to tubelet queries \( Q \) for generating the tubelet query feature \( F_q \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T_{out} \times C'} \):

\[
F_q = TA(Q).
\]  

(5)

**Decoder.** The decoder contains a tubelet-attention module and a cross-attention (CA) layer which is used to decode the tubelet-specific feature \( F_{\text{tub}} \) from \( F_{\text{en}} \) and \( F_q \):

\[
CA(F_q, F_{\text{en}}) = \text{softmax} \left( \frac{F_q \times \sigma_k (F_{\text{en}})^T}{\sqrt{C'}} \right) \times \sigma_v (F_{\text{en}}).
\]  

(6)

\[
F_{\text{tub}} = \text{Decoder}(F_q, F_{\text{en}}).
\]  

(7)

\( F_{\text{tub}} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T_{out} \times C'} \) is the tubelet specific feature. Note that with temporal pooling, \( T_{out} < T_{in} \). TubeR produces sparse tubelets; For \( T_{out} = T_{in} \), TubeR produces dense tubelets.

### 3.3. Task-Specific Heads

The bounding boxes and action classification for each tubelet can be done simultaneously with independent task-specific heads. Such design maximally reduces the computational overheads and makes our system expandable.

**Context aware classification head.** The classification can be simply achieved with a linear projection.

\[
y_{\text{class}} = \text{Linear}_c(F_{\text{tub}}),
\]  

(8)

where \( y_{\text{class}} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times L} \) denotes the classification score on \( L \) possible labels, one for each tubelet.

**Short-term context head.** It is known that context is important for understanding sentences [40]. We further propose to leverage spatio-temporal video context to help video sequence understanding. We query the action specific feature \( F_{\text{tub}} \) from some context feature \( F_{\text{context}} \) to strengthen \( F_{\text{tub}} \), and get the feature \( F_c \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times C'} \) for the final classification:

\[
F_c = CA(\text{Pool}_l(F_{\text{tub}}), \text{SA}(F_{\text{context}})) + \text{Pool}_l(F_{\text{tub}}).
\]  

(9)

When we set \( F_{\text{context}} = F_b \) for utilizing the short-term context in the backbone feature, we call it short-term context head. A self-attention layer is first applied to \( F_{\text{context}} \), then a cross-attention layer utilizes \( F_{\text{tub}} \) to query from \( F_{\text{context}} \). The Linear\(_c\) is applied to \( F_c \) for final classification.

**Long-term context head.** Inspired by [41, 43, 47] which explore long-range temporal information for video understanding, we propose a long-term context head. To utilize long-range temporal information but under certain memory budget, we adopt a two-stage decoder for long-term context compression as described in [44]:

\[
\text{Emb}_{\text{long}} = \text{Decoder}(\text{Emn}_{n1}, \text{Decoder}(\text{Emn}_{n0}, F_{\text{long}})).
\]  

(10)

The long-term context \( F_{\text{long}} \in \mathbb{R}^{T_{\text{long}} \times H' \times W' \times C'} \) is a buffer that contains the backbone feature extracted from a long \( 2w \) adjacent clips concatenated along time. In order to compress the long-term video feature buffer to an embedding \( \text{Emb}_{\text{long}} \) with a lower temporal dimension, we apply two stacked decoders with two token embedding \( \text{Emn}_{n0} \) and \( \text{Emn}_{n1} \). Specifically, we first apply a compressed token \( \text{Emn}_{n1} \) (\( n_0 < T_{\text{long}} \)) to query important information from \( F_{\text{long}} \) and get an intermediary compressed embedding with temporal dimension \( n_0 \). Then we further utilize another compressed token \( \text{Emn}_{n1} \) (\( n_1 < n_0 \)) to query from the intermediary compressed embedding and get the final compressed embedding \( \text{Emb}_{\text{long}} \). \( \text{Emb}_{\text{long}} \) contains the long-term video information but with a lower temporal dimension \( n_1 \). Then we adopt a cross-attention layer to \( F_b \) and \( \text{Emb}_{\text{long}} \) to generate a long-term context feature \( F_{\text{lt}} \in \mathbb{R}^{T' \times H' \times W' \times C'} \):

\[
F_{\text{lt}} = CA(F_b, \text{Emb}_{\text{long}}),
\]  

(11)

we set \( F_{\text{context}} = F_{\text{lt}} \) in Eq. 9 to utilize the long-term context for classification.

**Action switch regression head.** The \( T_{out} \) bounding boxes in a tubelet are simultaneously regressed with an FC layer as:

\[
y_{\text{coor}} = \text{Linear}_b(F_{\text{tub}}),
\]  

(12)

where \( y_{\text{coor}} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T_{out} \times 4} \), \( N \) is the number of action tubelets, and \( T_{out} \) is the temporal length of an action tubelet. To remove non-action boxes in a tubelet, we further include an FC layer for deciding whether a box prediction depicts the actor performing the action(s) of the tubelet, we call action switch. The action switch allows our method to generate action tubelets with a more precise temporal extent. The probabilities of the \( T_{out} \) predicted boxes in a tubelet being visible are:

\[
y_{\text{switch}} = \text{Linear}_s(F_{\text{tub}}),
\]  

(13)

where \( y_{\text{switch}} \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times T_{out}} \). For each predicted tubelet, each of its \( T_{out} \) bounding boxes obtain an action switch score.

### 3.4. Losses

The total loss is a linear combination of four losses:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \lambda_1 \mathcal{L}_{\text{switch}}(y_{\text{switch}}, Y_{\text{switch}}) + \lambda_2 \mathcal{L}_{\text{class}}(y_{\text{class}}, Y_{\text{class}}) + \lambda_3 \mathcal{L}_{\text{box}}(y_{\text{coor}}, Y_{\text{coor}}) + \lambda_4 \mathcal{L}_{\text{iou}}(y_{\text{coor}}, Y_{\text{coor}}),
\]  

(14)
where $y$ is the model output and $Y$ denotes the ground truth. The action switch loss $L_{\text{switch}}$ is a binary cross entropy loss. The classification loss $L_{\text{class}}$ is a cross entropy loss. The $L_{\text{box}}$ and $L_{\text{out}}$ denote the per-frame bounding box matching error. It is noted when $T_{\text{out}} < T_{\text{in}}$, the tubelet is sparse and the coordinate ground truth $Y_{\text{coord}}$ are from the corresponding temporally down-sampled frame sequence. We used the Hungarian matching similar to [4] and more details can be found in the supplementary. We empirically set the scale parameter as $\lambda_1=1$, $\lambda_2=5$, $\lambda_3=2$, $\lambda_4=2$.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We report experiments on three commonly used video datasets for action detection. UCF101-24 [34] is a subset of UCF101. It contains 24 sport classes in 3207 untrimmed videos. We use the revised annotations for UCF101-24 from [32] and report the performance on split-1. JHMDB51-21 [18] contains 21 action categories in 928 trimmed videos. We report the average results over all three splits. AVA [15] is larger-scale and includes 299 15-minute movies, 235 for training, and the remaining 64 for validating. Box and label annotations are provided on per-second sampled keyframes. We evaluate on AVA with both annotation versions v2.1 and v2.2.

Evaluation criteria. We report the video-mAP at different IoUs on UCF101-24 and JHMDB51-21. As AVA only has keyframe annotations, we report frame-mAP@IoU=0.5 following [15] using a single, center-crop inference protocol.

Implementation details. We pre-train the backbone on Kinetics-400 [20]. The encoder and decoder contain 6 blocks on AVA. For the smaller UCF101-24 and JHMDB51-21, we reduce the numbers of blocks to 3 to avoid overfitting. We empirically set the number of tubelet query $N$ to 15. During training, we use the bipartite matching [11] based on the Hungarian algorithm [22] between predictions and the ground truth. We use the AdamW [27] optimizer with an initial learning rate $1e-5$ for the backbone and $1e-4$ for the transformers. We decrease the learning rate 10× when the validation loss saturates. We set $1e-4$ as the weight decay. Scale jittering in the range of (288, 320) and color jittering are used for data augmentation. During inference, we always resize the short edge to 256 and use a single center-crop (1-view). We also tested the horizontal flip trick to create 2-view inference. For fair comparisons with previous methods on UCF101-24 and JHMDB51-21, we also test a two-stream setting with optical flow following [49].

4.2. Ablations

We perform our ablations on both UCF101-24 and AVA 2.1 to demonstrate the effectiveness of our designs on different evaluation protocols. Only RGB inputs are considered.

For UCF101-24 with per-frame annotations, we report videomAP at IoU=0.5. A standard backbone I3D-VGG [15] is utilized and the input length is set to 7 frames if not specified. For AVA 2.1 with 1-fps annotation, we only take the model prediction on keyframes and report frame-mAP at IoU=0.5. We use a CSN-50 backbone [38] with a single view evaluation protocol if not specified.

Benefit of tubelet queries. We first show the benefit of the proposed tubelet query sets. Each query set is composed of $T_{\text{out}}$ per-frame query embeddings (see section 3.2), which predict the spatial location of the action on their respective frames. We compare this to using a single query embedding that represents a whole tubelet and must regress $T_{\text{out}}$ box locations for all frames in the clip. Our results are shown in Table 1a. Compared to using a single query embedding, our tubelets query set improves performance by +4.1% video mAP on UCF101-24, showing that modeling action detection as a sequence-to-sequence task effectively leverages the capabilities of transformer architectures.

Effect of tubelet attention. In Table 1b, we show using our tubelet attention module helps improve video-mAP on UCF101-24 by 0.9% and 0.3% on AVA. The tubelet attention saves about 10% memory (4, 414MB) compared to the typical self-attention implementation (5, 026MB) during training (16 frames input with batch size of 1).

Benefit of action switch. We report the effectiveness of our action switch head in Table 1c. On UCF101-24 the action switch increases the video-mAP from 53.8% to 57.7% by precisely determining the temporal start and end point of actions. Without action switch, TubeR misclassifies transitional states as actions, like the example shown in Figure 3 (bottom row). As only the frame-level evaluation can be done on AVA, the advantage of the action switch is not shown by the frame-mAP. Instead, we demonstrate its effect in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The action switch produces tubelets with precise temporal extent for videos with shot changes.

Effect of short and long term context head. We report the impact of our context aware classification head with both short and long-term features in Table 1d. The context head
Table 1. Ablation studies on UCF101-24 and AVA 2.1. The proposed tubelet query, tubelet attention, the action switch and context-awareness generally improve model performance. The proposed TubeR works well on long clips with shot changes. We report video-mAP@IoU=0.5 for UCF101-24 and frame-mAP@IoU=0.5 for AVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UCF101-24</th>
<th>AVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single query</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tubelet query set</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Analysis on tubelet query. Our tubelet query set design allows for each query to focus on the spatial location of the action on a specific frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UCF101-24</th>
<th>AVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>self-attention</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tubelet attention</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Effect of tubelet attention. With tubelet attention modeling relations within a tubelet and across tubelets improves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UCF101-24</th>
<th>AVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/o switch</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ switch</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) Benefit of action switch. Action switch produces a more precise temporal extent, which can only be shown by video-mAP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of clips</th>
<th>duration (s)</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) Effectiveness of short- and long-term context. The short-term context and long-term context help with performance, more noticeable on AVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UCF101-24</th>
<th>AVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC head</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ short-term context</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ long-term context</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e) Length of input clip. Longer input video leads to a better performance on both UCF101-24 and AVA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UCF101-24</th>
<th>AVA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(f) Long-term context length analysis on AVA. The right amount of long-term context helps improve frame-mAP on AVA.

brings a decent performance gain (+4.3%) on AVA. This is probably because the movie clips in AVA contain shot changes and so the network benefits from seeing the full context of the clip. On UCF101-24, the videos are usually short and without shot changes. The context does not bring a significant improvement on UCF101-24.

Length of input clip. We report results with variable input lengths in Table 1e. We compare with input length of 8, 16 and 32 on both UCF101-24 and AVA with CSN-152 as backbone. TubeR is able to handle long video clips as expected. We notice that our performance on UCF101-24 saturates faster than on AVA, probably because UCF101-24 does not contain shot changes that requires longer temporal context for classification.

Length of long-term context. This ablation is only conducted on AVA as videos on UCF101-24 are too short to use long-term context. Table 1f shows that the right amount of long-term context helps performance, but overwhelming the amount of long-term context harms performance. This is probably because the long-term feature contains both useful information and noise. The experiments show that about 15s context serves best. Note that the context length varies per dataset, but can be easily determined empirically.

4.3. Frame-Level State-of-the-Art

AVA 2.1 Comparison. We first compare our results with previous proposed methods on AVA 2.1 in Table 2. Compared to previous end-to-end models, with comparable backbone (I3D-Res50) and the same inference protocol, the proposed TubeR outperforms all. TubeR outperforms the most recent end-to-end works WOO [5] by 0.9% and VTr [13] by 1.2%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our designs.

Compared to previous work using an offline person detector, the proposed TubeR is also more effective under the same inference protocols. This is because TubeR generates tubelet-specific features without assumptions on location, while the two-stage methods have to assume the actions occur at a fixed location. It is also worth mentioning that the TubeR with CSN backbones outperforms the two-stage model with the same backbone by +4.4%, demonstrating that the gain is not from the backbone but our TubeR design. TubeR even outperforms the methods with multi-view augmentations (horizontal flip, multiple spatial crops and multi-scale). TubeR is also considerably faster than previous models, we have attempted to collect the reported FLOPs from previous works (Table 2). Our TubeR has 8% fewer FLOPs than the most recently published end-to-end model [5] with higher accuracy. TubeR is also 4× more efficient than the two-stage model [9] with noticeable performance gain. Thanks to our sequence-to-sequence design, the heavy backbone is shared and we do not need temporal iteration for tubelet regression.

We finally present the highest number reported in the literature, regardless of the inference protocol, training dataset and additional information used. TubeR still achieves the best performance, even better than the model using additional object bounding-boxes as input [37]. The results show that the proposed sequence-to-sequence model with tubelet-specific feature is a promising direction for action detection.

AVA 2.2 Comparison. The results are shown in Table 3. Under the same single-view protocol, TubeR is considerably better than previous methods, including the most recent work with an end-to-end design (WOO) [5] +5.1% and the two-stage work with strong backbones (MVIT) [7] +4.7%. A fair comparison between TubeR and a two-stage model [48] with the same backbone CSN-152, shows TubeR gains +5.5% frame-mAP. It demonstrates TubeR’s superior performance comes from our design rather than the backbone.

UCF101-24 Comparison. We also compare TubeR with the
Table 2. Comparison on AVA v2.1 validation set. Detector shows if additional detector is required; * denotes the results we tested. IG denotes the IG-65M dataset, SF denotes the slowfast network. The FLOPs for two-stage models are the sum of Faster RCNN-R101-FPN FLOPs (246 GFLOPs [4]) plus classifier FLOPs multiplied by view number. TubeR performs more effectively and efficiently.

Table 3. Comparison on AVA v2.2 validation set. IG denotes the IG-65M, SF denotes the slowfast. TubeR achieves the best result.

Table 4. Comparison on UCF101-24 and JHMDB51-21 with video-mAP. TubeR achieves better results compared to most state-of-arts. f-mAP denotes the frame mAP@IoU=0.5. *CFAD is pretrained on K600 but others on K400. TubeR with a 2D backbone gains +4.4% video-mAP@IoU=0.5 compared to the recent state-of-the-art [26] on UCF101-24 without using optical flow, which demonstrates that TubeR learning tubelet queries is more effective compared to using positional hypotheses. Compared to TacNet [33] which proposes a transition-aware context network to distinguish transitional...
states, TubeR with action switch performs better even with a one-stream setting. When incorporating optical flow inputs, the TubeR with I3D further boosts the video-level results. It is noted that TubeR pretrained on K400 even outperforms CFAD pretrained on K600 on some metrics. We test TubeR inference speed on UCF101-24 by following CFAD. To directly generate a tubelet without an offline linker, TubeR runs at 156 fps. Faster than CFAD (130fps) and most existing SOTA methods (40-53 fps). The result illustrates our design is effective and efficient for video-level action detection.

4.5. Visualization

We first provide visualizations (Figure 4) of the tubelet-specific features by overlaying the tubelet-specific feature activation over the input frames using attention rollout [1]. The example in Figure 4 is challenging as it contains multiple people and concurrent actions. The visualization show that: 1. Our proposed TubeR is able to generate highly discriminative tubelet-specific features. Different actions in this case are clearly separated in different tubelets. 2. Our action switch works as expected and initiates/cuts the tubelets when the action starts/stops. 3. Our TubeR generalizes well to scale changes (the brown tubelet). 4. The generated tubelets are tightly associated with tubelet specific feature as expected.

We further show our TubeR performs well in various scenarios. TubeR works well on videos with shot changes (Figure 5 top); TubeR is able to detect an actor moving with distance (Figure 5 middle); and TubeR is robust to action detection even for small people (Figure 5 bottom).

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Limitations. Although proposed for long videos, we noticed two potential limitations that stop us from feeding in very long videos in one shot.

1. We observe that 90% of computation (FLOPs) and 67% of memory usage was used by our 3D backbone. This heavy backbone restricts us from applying TubeR on long videos. Recent works show that transformer encoders can be used for video embedding [2, 7, 47] and are less memory and computationally hungry. We will explore these transformer based embeddings in future work.

2. If we were to process a long video in one pass we’d need enough queries to cover the maximum number of different actions per-person in that video. This would likely require a large number of queries which would cause memory issues in our self attention layers. A possible solution is to generate person tubelets, instead of action tubelets, so that we do not need to split tubelets when a new action happens. Then we would only need a query for each person instance.

Potential negative impact. There are real-world applications of action detection technology such as patient or elderly health monitoring, public safety, Augmented/Virtual Reality, and collaborative robots. However, there could be unintended usages and we advocate responsible usage and complying with applicable laws and regulations.

Conclusion. This paper introduces TubeR, a unified solution for spatio-temporal video action detection in a sequence-to-sequence manner. Our design of tubelet-specific features allows TubeR to generate tubelets (a set of linked bounding boxes) with action predictions for each of the tubelets. TubeR does not rely on positional hypotheses and therefore scales well to longer video clips. TubeR achieves state-of-the-art performance and better efficiency compared to previous works.
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